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In this festive period,
the AUT community sends its best to you and your families in the hope the
new year brings better economic conditions to our part of the world.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

AUT Commencement 2019
In the presence of the representatives of Presidents Aoun, Berri and Hariri and many officials, over 250
graduates received their degrees in a ceremony held at Platea on September 12, 2019. Keynote speaker
engineer Hani Hakim, introduced by Provost Dr. Michel Najjar, received a Doctorate Honoris Causa for his
achievements in the field of development and construction and addressed the students and audience on the
true meaning of success while AUT President Ghada Hinain spoke of the importance of higher education in
the advancement of society and the betterment of human life.
International universities present included SUNY Empire State College, University of London and AIUTA.

The Keynote Speaker Recipient of the
Doctorate Honoris Causa
Eng. Hani Hakim
Born in Lebanon, a graduate of American
University of Beirut with a BE in Civil
Engineering, he joined Associated
consulting engineers (ACE) at their Head
Quarters in Beirut, Lebanon and transferred
thereafter to Bahrain in 1974, where he
established a regional office to oversee the
company’s business in the Gulf.
Moved to Athens in 1980 to chair the
Company’s board and assume the duties
of CEO. His responsibilities extend
to company operations in all the Arab
Countries, Africa and United Kingdom.
• Served on the board of trustees of the
Lebanese American University between
1990-2005 Lebanon.
• Founder of American University Alumni
Club in Athens – Greece.
• Founder of the Greek Lebanese Cultural
Union – Greece
• Member of the Advisory board of Rochester
Institute of Technology – New York
• Member of the Advisory Board of
Balamand / University – Lebanon
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The International Conference of AIUTA Held at AUT
The theme Cultures and Universities for the Third Age attracted a lot of official and media attention as AUT hosted
28 delegates from many countries members of the International Association of the Universities for the Third AgeAIUTA-on October 11, 2019.
The conference started with
an inauguration session during
which the Minister of Culture
Dr Mohammed Daoud Daoud
said a word that stressed the
importance of the education and
culture of senior citizens who
do not enjoy many privileges in

Lebanon. He said that the UNESCO
carries a mission that meets with
the initiative of AUT which started
a program for seniors in 2017 and
hailed the conference which is
helping shed a light on this segment
of the population.

Members of Parliament Ziad
Hawat and Simon Abi Ramia
had also interventions during the
inaugural session and promised
to take the issue of senior citizens
rights and privileges to the
parliament floor, and praised AUT
for its action towards seniors.

In their turn Argentina ambassador
Mauricio Alice and Czech
Ambassador Michaela Fronkova
spoke of universities for the third
age in their respective countries
and the audience has an occasion

to realize the extent of the interest in
the education of senior citizens that
these two countries have shown.
In his word the president of AIUTA
Prof François Vellas said that the
Association is the largest university

in the world as it includes 10 million
students and informed the audience
on the new action plan that aims
at linking universities for seniors
with senior tourism by encouraging
senior study tours.
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AUT President Ghada Hinain, after thanking the panel for their participation in the conference, stressed the
importance that AUT grants to several components of society, adding that the senior student division at AUT is
meeting with strong interest and is proposing a very varied program. She added that AUT is ready to work with the
Ministry of Culture to serve senior citizens on a larger scale.
The day continued with presentations given by the delegates from Spain, France, Italy, Slovakia, China, Lebanon,
the UK and Canada and which were centered around the theme of how local cultures impact the education of
senior citizens.

The conference ended with a
recommendation to start a year-long
series of events around archeology
along the silk road, starting from
Italy and ending in China with the
involvement of Spain, France,
Lebanon, Bulgaria, Ukraine and
China where senior citizens will
research local archeology and
organize discussion groups around
common historic heritage.
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The end of the AIUTA conference was with a gala
dinner at le Royal hotel in presence of 267 guests.
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Sightseeing for AIUTA
Delegates in Beirut and Beiteddine

Saturday October 12 was dedicated to visits of cultural sites that included downtown Beirut and Beiteddine palace
followed by lunch in Deir el kamar. Out of the 28 delegates, only 3 had visited Lebanon before.
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AUT University
for the Third Age
Board Members
AUT is happy to have Mrs Alice
Edde, Mrs Najwa Bassil Pietton
and Me Moni Sfeir join the Board of
AUT U3A to help reach out to senior
citizens and encourage them to join
AUT University for the Third Age
division. All three participated in the
105th Governing Board of AIUTA
held at AUT on October 11

AUT in India for the 15th FICCI
Summit of Higher Education
Under the theme Creative Economy and Nation Building: Higher
Education as the Catalyst, the Indian Federation of Chambers of
Commerce and industry - FICCI - held the 15th Higher Education
summit in New Delhi on November 27 and 28, 2019.
American University of Technology was invited to the Summit thanks to
India Ambassador to Lebanon Dr Suhel Khan and was represented by
President Ghada Hinain who was accompanied by the VP for External
Relations. The Summit held debates and discussion round tables around
leadership in education and around disruption as well as the incubator
role of universities

The inaugural session started with India's President Sri Ram Nath Kovind
who spoke of the new roles of universities in helping economies grow and
become more creative at a time many jobs will disappear to be replaced
by new ones. Next the Minister of Human Resources Development spoke
of the necessity of supplying market-ready university graduates in a fast
shifting economy.
The Summit included a university exhibition and President Hinain signed two
MOU's with Indian universities for collaboration on Data Analytics, Oil and Gas
and Water Resources. The ambassador of Lebanon to India Mr Rabih Narsh
hosted delegates from Lebanon in his home for dinner on November 28.
The participation of AUT in the 15th FICCI Summit was facilitated by the
Embassy of India in Beirut and by Ambassador Suhel Khan personally to
whom AUT extends its gratitude.
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AUT Summer Camp:
A Different Concept Met With Success
The summer camp that AUT offered to high school students focused on learning about majors and specializations
so they can choose better what to enroll in at university later on. Students learned about environment and water
resources, marketing and management, design, film making, nutrition, hotel management. The camp included
trips and recreational activities and the feedback from students and their parents was very positive.
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U3A Conferences at AUT

Captain Rola Hteit
Êtes-vous prêt à décoller?

Hassan Daoud
Comment j'ecris mes romans

Colonel Georges Nader
Dans les coulisses de la sécurité de l'aviation

Dr. Joelle Farha
Nutrition et Obésite: Enfants et Adolescents
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Mahassen Haddara, is a journalist, a writer, a communication consultant and a peace advocate.
Currently, she is the deputy editor in chief of Al Liwaa Newspaper, leading the online section of the publication.
In February 2018, Haddara was hired by the UNDP as a National Consultant to manage the Media Monitoring
Unit in charge of observing the Lebanese elections and assisting the Supervisory Commission for Elections.
Before Al Liwaa, Haddara was part of MTV’s team. She served as the network’s daily ‘Beirut al Yawm’ senior
producer.
In 2019, Mahassen was appointed by Global Goodwill Ambassadors (GGA) as the organization’s ambassador
to Lebanon. Later in the same year, she was chosen to become the country director. GGA is an unbiased group
with more than 11,000 humanitarians working in 208 territories. Prior to this appointment, Haddara has been
an advocate peace and interfaith dialogue. She has published many articles on this cause, and produced
and filmed a short movie that was broadcast internationally. Her work has focused on the power of human
values that can bring people together. She has been a main speaker in many local, regional and international
conferences and workshops addressing women empowerment and the role of media in confronting terrorism,
extremism and violence.
In 2018, Mahassen founded the Youth Dialogue Center, a Lebanese NGO working in favor of youth
empowerment in order to seize a pioneering role in society. She is also the Chairperson of the organization.
Haddara, the Akkar born AUT alumna holds a Bachelor of Arts (Distinction) in Journalism- Radio & TV.
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AUT for a Significant Learning Experience
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